Word Bank

24 MORE ANIMALS and BIRDS

Write the names of each animal next to the correct pictures.

B  bat
C  crow
dinosaur
donkey
duck
g
G  goat
gorilla
H  hamster
hippopotamus
K  kangaroo
L  lizard
M  monkey
moose
mouse
P  parrot
peacock
penguin
porcupine
R  rabbit
rat
T  tortoise
turkey
W  wolf
worm
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Word Bank

24 MORE ANIMALS and BIRDS

A
Bat
Lizard
Goat
Peacock
Moose
Monkey
Mouse
Rat
Turkey

B
Bat
Crow
Dinosaur
Donkey
Duck

C
Crow
Dinosaur
Donkey
Duck

G
Goat
Gorilla
Hamster
Hippopotamus

K
Kangaroo

L
Lizard

M
Monkey
Moose
Mouse

P
Parrot
Peacock
Penguin
Porcupine

R
Rabbit
Rat

T
Tortoise
Turkey

W
Wolf
Worm
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